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what is economics in 

relation to federalism?

• Key feature of  federalism: the struggle against the monopoly of  

sovereign power, its fragmentation and its reconstruction along a 

more articulated, multi-layered system of  governments. 

• In economic terms, this means abandoning the idea of  the State 

as the only legitimated body (even through subnational or 

supranational delegation) to levy taxes on citizens in exchange 

for public goods. 

• Challenging this monopoly means abandoning the idea of  pure 

(nation-wide) public goods and embracing the idea of  collective 

goods, referred to a concentric system of  collective choices.



What are

collective goods

• Pure public goods: non-excludable (it is not possible to impose 
an ad-hoc price on their consumption: defense, etc) and non-
rival (the consumption of  someone does not provide constraints 
on the consumption of  others: sunbathing, defense, etc)

• Pure private goods: rival and excludable.

• Collective goods (club-goods and commons): partially 
excludable and partially rival. Here, we mean goods whose 
range of  externalities is easily (or reasonably easy) to discern 
from a geographic point of  view (public transport, resources 
management, etc).

• For the provision of  each collective good it is necessary to have 
a system of  collective choice (multilayered government).



Two challenges

• Redistribution of  competences as a zero-sum game

• Unanimity as a device to defend individual choices



Sovereignty as 

a positive-sum game

• Sovereignty is usually thought as a zero-sum game, 

where a re-distribution of  competences towards one 

level of  government implies less power to others.

• We do  not live in a closed system, but in a highly 

interdependent system. What if  a specific competence 

to satisfy citizens’s needs is transferred from a level not 

able to provide the specific good (or goods) to  the level 

of government where this is efficiently provided? This 

is a positive-sum game.



Decision-making

• Decsion-making plays a central role in this story.

• Amartya Sen, The Impossibility of  a Paretian Liberal, 

1970

• Unanimity means “race to the bottom” in the 

provision of  collective goods

• Two replies in economics: polycentrism and 

spontaneous order (self-constrained communities); and 

federalism 



Where do we stand 

in Europe

• Monetary policy: federal but managed by independent 

agent

• Fiscal policies: decentralized at the national level but 

constrained by binding rules and country-specific 

routines

• Social policies: decentralized at the national level but 

constrained by binding rules and by country-specific 

performances



Where do we need

to go?

• Part of  both stabilization and redistribution policies 

allocated to a federal government

• Economies of  scale require (in some industries) a 

Europe-wide legal framework (major communication 

and transport infrastructures, energy, part of  research 

and innovation)

• Growth requires investments, in turn requiring a 

credible institutional framework and expectations for a 

positive macroeconomic situation



Is there any chance 

we reach this?

• Macron, Sorbonne, September 2017

• EU Commission, December 2017

• 14 French & German economists on the reform of  the 

EMU, January 2018

Major issues: too much intergovernmentalism; 

not enough federal budget to match the alleged 

redistribution of  competences               

(migration, defense, etc).


